Fine-grained recognition task deals with sub-category classification problem, which is important for real-world applications. In this work, we are particularly interested in the segmentation task on the finest-grained level, which is specifically named "individual segmentation". In other words, the individual-level category has no sub-category under it. Segmentation problem in the individual level reveals some new properties, limited training data for single individual object, unknown background, and difficulty for the use of depth. To address these new problems, we propose a "Context Less-Aware" (CoLA) pipeline, which produces RGB-D object-predominated images that have less background context, and enables a scale-aware training and testing with 3D information. Extensive experiments show that the proposed CoLA strategy largely outperforms baseline methods on YCB-Video dataset and our proposed Supermarket-10K dataset. Code, trained model and new dataset will be published with this paper.
Introduction
Object recognition is fundamental to understand our world. It is associated with one of the most important topics in computer vision, classification [7, 33, 15] , detection [13, 28] , and segmentation [24, 14] . Though being extensively studied, current object recognition researches mainly focus on categories at a coarse semantic level, i.e. the class-level, high up in the object-category taxonomy tree (as shown in Fig. 1 ). The categories are abstract and highly conclusive in the class-level, e.g. bottle, chair. Some researchers go down to explore the finer-grained level object recognition problem [19, 39, 18, 10, 11] . However, it still cannot cover the whole picture of object recognition. To complete the object-category taxonomy tree, we go to the finest-level by extending the leaf on the individual-level object recognition.
The individual-level means no sub-category under it. Be- * contributed equally to this paper Figure 1 . Object-category taxonomy tree. Below individual-level is the object entity, which is not a category.
low the individual-level is object entity, which is not a category but a concrete item in the real world. An individuallevel category can represent vast copies of entities (e.g. 500ml Coke bottle) or only one copy (e.g. a DIY chair, a signed baseball). Why do we need the individual-level information for object recognition? Because it can be much more useful in practice than general category information. In many scenarios, we need specific semantic information, only individual-level objects work. For example, in a smart shop, like Amazon Go * , we would like to buy a 500ml Diet Coke rather than a "bottle". However, it is a non-trivial task even when a few images of objects are given. We should search the object in a complex scene under occlusion and challenging lighting conditions, and distinguish the target from similar objects. The complex background and 1L Diet Coke bottle can easily confuse the fine-grained RGBbased instance matching or detection frameworks. As the fine-grained setting assumes discriminative part to be distinguished for sub-categories, which may not hold on the individual-level, where two objects can have the same ap-pearance with only different sizes, and the categories are assigned according to other factors like functionality (e.g. large clamp and small clamp), market strategy (500ml Coke and 1L Coke). Unlike the class-level object recognition setting, each category has numerous of training images from different individual objects. However, for a single individual object, it is not practical to collect too much training images. Therefore, with regarding to the individual-level object segmentation (simplified as "individual segmentation"), our training set is several RGB-D images in different viewpoints only for each one. In testing, we segment out the individual objects when they appear in images that may be with occlusion and complex backgrounds. With this new setting, some challenges arise: 1) training sample is small, 2) the backgrounds are unseen in training. 3) the use of depth is non-trivial. 4) the explodes of the class number.
Thus, to address these problems, we propose a pipeline named "Context Less-Aware" (CoLA). The annotation issue is bypassed by an cut-and-paste synthesis. Specifically, the synthesis will produce the object-predominated training images which contain a small proportion of synthetic background context only. The object-predominated design naturally carries the information of object scales. As the CNN is not scale-invariant, conventional segmentation approaches (e.g. Mask R-CNN) should also learn the object scales for general category objects. In the synthetic setting, it is even easier to prepare the training data objects with different scales. Thus we decouple the scale learning by scale-aware training, resulting in a performance boost. In addition, the depth information is incorporated to help the classification of similar objects. In the testing phase, we implement a sliding inference in a scale-by-scale manner. As the backgrounds of testing environment is unseen during training, it will produce great many false positives when the context is complex. We learn a novel depth verification module to address this issue. Besides, the depth image encodes the 3D shape information of the objects. It can also boost the classification of the appearance-similar objects.
The evaluation is carried out on the YCB-Video dataset [40] and more challenging "Supermarket-10K" dataset built by us. Detailed description of this dataset is in Sec. 4.2.1. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the proposed approach outperforms various baseline methods significantly. To verify the robustness toward class explosion, we conduct an experiment on 3000 individual objects on a dataset that rendering from ShapeNet and achieve desirable results.
Our contributions are:
• We explore the segmentation task at the finest-grained semantic level on the category taxonomy tree, i.e. the individual-level. As the existing public datasets rarely support such task, we build a dataset along with it.
• We propose a novel CoLA pipeline, and equip it on Mask R-CNN to do RGB-D instance segmentation, given a small number of training image in each individual object category.
Related Works
Instance Segmentation is a fundamental task in computer vision, and it is richly studied. The mainstream researches focus on the class-level instance segmentation, including MNC [6] , FCIS [20] , Mask R-CNN [14] and more recently PANet [22] . For the individual segmentation in this work, the problem setting is different at 2 aspects: a). Semantic level of category. The individual-level is the finestgrained semantic level, thus objects from two individuallevel categories may look alike, even the same. Such ambiguity rarely exists in high semantic level cases. b). Model training with useless context.
Fine-grained Recognition deals with sub-category problems. Researchers have explored classification [10, 38] , detection [43] at the fine-grained level. Our work can be regarded as the finest-grained instance segmentation. As the semantic level goes down through the category taxonomy tree from root to leaf, the finer-grained it becomes, the less informative it gets. Thus the generalization ability is a trade-off on the semantic levels. At the class-level, models usually have the ability to generalize to unseen objects of known categories, whereas at the individual-level, unseen objects of known categories is a self-contradictory term. Hence the generalization of the individual-level category should mainly consider the intra-class variations (viewpoints, deformation, contamination etc.) and the context variations (backgrounds, occlusion, lighting conditions etc.).
Object Recognition By Instance Matching is a template based method to locate objects of interest in an image [5, 44, 16] . This setting is quite like ours. Such methods compute the dense keypoint mappings between images and thus can be further used to indicate the object proposal. However, it usually takes a long time to process complex images through object matching and generally has trouble to handle occlusion, complex background, and intra-class variations. With the CNN-based features, the recent proposed template matching [29, 30, 26] address these problems to some extent, however, the matching is still taken through multiple pass for even one object with multiple viewpoints. We compare a basic object matching-based segmentation to ours in Table 2 .
Synthetic Data for Training has gained more and more attention since data-hungry is a long-standing problem for researchers and real-world applications. One representative line of work to address data acquisition is to synthesize data for training. We roughly divide data synthesis approaches into two categories, 3D model-based and 2D image patch based (the cut-and-paste approach). Render CNN [36] , rendering and domain adaptation [42] , domain randomization [37, 2] are representative works of 3D model rendering synthesis. In 3D space, almost everything is controllable, such as camera viewpoints, object poses, lighting conditions, textures and so forth. However, a fine designed 3D model requires expertise in computer graphics techniques and considerable time. Besides, details that hard to be simulated, like camera noise may cause serious domain shift when data is generated as training sample. Therefore, we follow the cut-and-paste path. Qi et al. [27] generated road data by firstly cutting the interested instances to "memory bank", and then reorganized samples from "memory bank" to formulate a full image. They tried to preserve context information, which is not quite suitable for the individual segmentation. Since in object-centric tasks, the object location and pose are more various than instances on the road, thus the context is harder to preserve. Dwibedi et al. [9] proposed a data synthesizing pipeline for object instance detection. They do not consider the depth during synthesis. Besides, to reduce the influence of the context, we propose to synthesize object-dominated images.
Method
Problem Setting Given n objects, we snapshot m viewpoints of RGB-D images for each object and segment out the instance patches. The goal of individual segmentation is to segment those objects when it appears in images. This setting is largely different from conventional category-level instance segmentation, since it is not practical to collect thousands of individual object image under different scenes. In contrast, capturing several images for an object in one scene is much more easy.
Challenge In this task, we meet a lot of challenges: 1). The object can be located in any background context of complex scenes, but we have no any prior knowledge on those background contexts. The false positive from the background can significantly compromise the performance. 2). Some objects have a similar appearance, such as the large clamp and the extra large clamp in the YCB-Video dataset. Pure RGB-based method is hard to distinguish them. 3). How to incorporate the 3D object information to improve performance is non-trivial.
Definition In what follows, "object scale" refers to the size of object bounding box area in the image. "Object size" means the physical size of an object in real-world, indicated by its volume inside 3D bounding box.
Overview
To address those challenges, we propose a new framework named CoLA. In the training phase, our novel designs include object-predominated image synthesis (see Sec. 3.2) and object scale-aware training (see Sec. 3.3). The motivation is to shrink the background area around a completed object segment and help to synthesize the depth map with less artifacts. Since the training is conducted on the objectpredominated images, we propose a sliding inference in the testing phase to find objects at different regions (see Sec. 3.4) . And a depth verification module is applied afterwards to reduce the false positives from the background and correct the mis-classification of the appearance-similar objects 3.5.
Object-Predominated Image Synthesis
Typical cut-and-paste synthesize the full-ranged images with multiple objects and randomly selected backgrounds. However, such practice will introduce considerably context noises for segmentation tasks. Thus, we propose to synthesize the object-predominated images.
The object-predominated image is a kind of images that the a foreground object which occupies at least 30% pixels in an image. The rest pixels in the images can be other contextual contents that are not related to the foreground object. Some examples are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Object-Predominated Image Producing Every object instance is snapshot m viewpoints on a turntable in advance. The instance segment can be effortlessly obtained when the photos are taken with a contrastive background. Aside from the objects of interest, we also prepare l objects of no-interest as distractors. After that, we have n × m object segments and l × m distractor segments to generate the object-predominated images. We pick up background images by randomly cropping from nature images. Thus, one targeting object segment and some distractor segments are pasted with different layouts on those background images, under the condition that targeting object segment should take at least 30% pixels. The distractor may occlude targeting object to capture the occlusion cases. So, training on those images can handle occlusion to some extent. In the experiments, m = 25 which is given by snapshoting at 4 different camera heights, namely 0 • , 30 • , 60 • , 90 • . At the first three heights, the turntable rotates 45 • a time, resulting in 8 snapshots for each height. While only 1 snapshot for 90 • height. And l = 3, the distractor object is randomly selected from daily objects which are not among the objects of interest.
Data Augmentation Deep learning framework maybe over-fitting when the training samples are small. Previous works [12, 8] have shown that proper data augmentation techniques can help the generalization. Unlike the practice in [12, 8] , which change the image appearance drastically, we treat the augmentation which would affect the RGB pattern carefully. Since there exist objects of different individual-level categories have similar shapes, drastic data augmentation may damage the RGB patterns and thus cause worse results. We apply the color jittering with Gaussian random noise N ∼ (0, 0.05) (We denote Gaussian distribution as "N ", and uniform distribution as "U ", similarly hereinafter), saturation and hue jittering with N ∼ (0, 3), blur methods are similar as in [9] but without Poisson blur. Other augmentations which would not affect the appearance we take are rotation on angles with U ∼ (0, 90 • ), flipping horizontally and vertically, allowing truncation.
Scale-Aware Training
Considering a typical instance segmentation setting, the input image is denoted as I, objects in I have different scales S = {s 1 , . . . , s N }, N is the number of the object scales appear in the image. I seg is the predicted segmentation mask given I.
Conventional instance segmentation methods (e.g. Mask R-CNN) seek a scale-invariant representation. That is, they assume the object scale is previously unknown, and actually, should predict object segmentation and object scale simultaneously, i.e. estimating P (I seg , S). In this setting, neurons should be co-adaptive to multi-scale objects. By contrast, if we know the object scales in advance, we only need to predict segmentation on given scale, that said P (I seg |S), which is much easier to learn. Additionally, we compared these two kinds of multi-scale learning in Table  4 . The results show that the latter one is more suitable for individual segmentation.
Scale-Aware Training Strategy
We train 3 scale-specific networks each for a specific input resolution in object-predominated images. The model outputs segmentation mask and category confidences. This approach can be viewed as an ensemble of scale-specific networks. In the experiment, the image resolutions R = {100, 200, 400}, and the object pixel occupation is randomly set at U ∼ (0.3, 0.5) when generating. Indeed, the pixel occupation can be (0.3, 1) according to the definition of the predominating object. However, a lower upperbound can help to control the object scales. For example, in this case, the object scales are around S = {64, 128, 256} respectively. To be more specific, object scales in 100 × 100 images are among (54, 71), in 200 × 200 are (110, 142), and in 400 × 400 are (220, 282). They are rather narrow ranges compared to conventional methods [34, 35] .
Sliding Inference
The object scale in the testing phase is unknown in the generic setting. There are also efforts made to determine the scales before inference by scale selection [25] . However, the scale selection in [25] requires to forward the network several times for each object. We propose a novel scale selection method which requires only one pass to obtain scales information for all objects in the testing image.
Scale Selection For faster scale selection, we propose an adaptive scale selection technique by utilizing EdgeBox [45] on depth images. Proposals generated by EdgeBox are used as indicators of object scales in testing images. The reason why we perform EdgeBox on depth not RGB images is that it is sensitive to the texture of objects. Compared with RGB images, depth images are "edge-less". As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the proposal scales on depth images are more consistent to object scales than scales on RGB images. Given a depth image, we generate K proposals, and then divide these K boxes to M group according to their sizes. The centers of groups are u j , j = 1, . . . , M . We found there is a small-scale variation on each group, but such variation does not degrade segmentation performance in our experiment. The grouping is done by k-means clustering [23] on metric of the object sizes with clustering number of M .
Sliding Inference During inference, we first resize the image according to the center scale of each group. Suppose the image has size (w, h), for each center scale u j , if the closest scale in trained scales S is s i . Then the image will be resized to (w, h) × s i /u j . The resized images are then put to inference.
Depth Verification Network
As the backgrounds in the testing environment is not previously accessible, the backgrounds for synthesizing the image is selected randomly from large public dataset such as COCO [21] . Nevertheless, if the testing background is Figure 3 . EdgeBox for depth images. In the histogram, blue means the scales of proposals, orange means the scales of the objects in the image, and the red dots mean the clustering center of proposal scales. As we can see, the clustering center of proposal scales are consistent to the ground-truth object scales. largely different from the randomly selected ones, the RGB based model may be confused by the RGB pattern from the context. Besides, the objects with different individual level classes may resemble to each other.
We propose a depth verification module to address these issues. As the depth not only encodes the surface pattern of the backgrounds, but also the object size in the real world. During inference, when the segmentation network produces the object segment masks with the probability, like in Mask R-CNN [14] . The mask may be coarse and not perfectly crop the instance, however, it further reduced the context, and the content within the segment is mostly related to the object. Thus the depth information inside the coarse segment is major related to the object shape in the real world. We model the object shape by simply reduced the mean value of the masked depth, which transform the absolute depth to relative depth, and thus the relative depth becomes an object-centered representation. Then we forward the transformed object depth segment along with the RGB counterpart into a pretrained classification network. The depth verification network is adapted from the ResNet18 [15] , by modifying the input to 4 channels. It will be concatenated with RGB feature to predict individual category label.
Training the depth verification module Thanks for mask provided by RGB segmentation, the depth verification module can be trained without knowing the testing backgrounds. As we already have m RGB-D segments for each object. We can synthesize the coarse situation by randomly apply the image morphology transformation, such as dilation and erosion.
Compared with Instance Matching
Individual-level segmentation shares a few of similarities with instance matching, but, some significant differences between these two tasks should be noted.
• Problem Goal: Instance matching seeks the corresponding points of two object images. While, individual segmentation is to pixel-wise segment the objects of interest from the images. Actually, instance matching can be largely improved, given a segmented object that is occlusion-free and background-free. Therefore, individual segmentation can be considered as a pre-stage of instance matching.
• Pipeline: Conventional instance matching makes the use of key-point matching. While, our individual segmentation is an end-to-end system. Effectiveness: Instance matching by key-point matching suffers from occlusion, complex background clutter (that damage the local descriptor). While, individual segmentation can release from such difficulties by training CNN on different occlusions and backgrounds by synthetic data. The experiments will verifies that.
• Efficiency: Any object has different viewpoints. Given n objects at an image and each object has m viewpoints patterns, key-point-based instance matching should implement m × n rounds. By contrast, individual segmentation needs only a single image as input.
Experiment Details and Results

Experiment Details
Through all the experiments, Mask R-CNN is built with ResNet50-FPN-RPN-Heads. The experiments can be divided into two categories according to the form of input images, object-predominated image, and full-range image. The CoLA strategy relies on the former, hence related experiments are carried out on the object-predominated images. Besides, we also conduct full-range image experiments to make comparisons.
For full-range image experiments, networks trained on images with resolution (800, 1333), which indicates the shorter sides of images are at most 800 and the longer sides are at most 1333. Testing images also are resized in the same way for inference.
For object-predominated experiments, we collect the background cropped for negative samples during training, making the positive-negative sample ratio 1 : 1, we change the ratio to 2 : 1, 1 : 2 and find no significant difference. When inference, we let the EdgeBox generate K = 10 proposals on depth image. To note, as the proposals are used for scale clustering, not for object localization, K = 10 is enough. While if we apply EdgeBox on the RGB images, K should be grown to 50, because in the complex background, the unsupervised proposal generation methods may be more sensitive to visual cues such as edge pattern. The proposals are grouped to M = 3 clusters, since we train the object-predominated images on object scales at S = {64, 128, 256}.
The training is optimized by SGD with momentum = 0.9, with a learning rate of 0.005 for full-range image experiments, 0.0002 for object-predominated image experiments for both instance segmentation framework and the depth verification module. The outputs of networks are put through Soft-NMS [1] before depth verification.
The training image size is 30,000 including both positive and negative samples for all the segmentation task, if not specially explained.
Evaluation on Supermarket-10K
Supermarket-10K Building Process
The YCB-Video dataset is essentially designed for 6D pose estimation task, hence the object layout configuration is not very challenging for instance segmentation. Publicly available object-centric instance segmentation dataset is quite rare. To demonstrate the improvement of our CoLA strategy, we build a new dataset for individual segmentation.
We took 1500 images from supermarkets where exists the objects of interest with Intel RealSense D435. And label them by LabelMe [32] . The objects are listed in Fig.  5 . It contains 15452 (∼15k) object instances, average 10 instances in an image. Some representative samples from Supermarket-10K are shown in Fig. 6 . It seems the volume of the dataset is rather small, but it only serves as the validation set and testing test (500 : 1000), and has more various viewpoints, challenging backgrounds and distant objects. Hence we believe it can test out the power of our CoLA strategy.
Does Background Matter?
As we take the cut-and-paste approach to synthesize training image, the selection of backgrounds may affect the results. We analyze the background effects by comparing background numbers from the same source and background sources of the same number. The study of the influence of background numbers is conducted on COCO dataset [21] . The background number is 500, 1000, 5000, 10000, 15000, respectively.
Additionally, we compare 3 kinds of backgrounds, namely random nature images (from COCO), natural indoor images (composition of SUN 3D [41] , JHU- Table- Setting dataset [17] ), similar backgrounds to testing images (taken from the real-world). This experiment has to be conducted on the Supermarket-10K dataset since we cannot access the scenes in the YCB-Video dataset. To note, we recalculate the mean and variance for whole training set once changing the background. The results are shown in Table. 
Supermarket-10K
YCB-Video RGB RGB PoseCNN PoseCNN Ours Ours Figure 7 . Top: qualitative results of generated mask for Supermarket-10K. Bottom: visually quality comparison between predicted semantic mask provided by [40] and individual mask by us.
According to the background number series experiments, the diversity of the background also can influence the training. When train 15000 synthetic object-predominated images on only 500 backgrounds selected from the COCO, the network can easily overfit the background pattern. As the number of background images sampled grows, the performance approaches stable. In addition, the background type is relevant as expected, the "real" backgrounds come from the testing environment help the network to achieve the best performance. The most performance comes from less false positives from the backgrounds. However, with depth verification, such false positive can also be fixed during inference phase.
Comparison with Object Template Matching
We also compare our method with an object template matching method. Because the individual segmentation shares a few of similarities with it. The biggest difference is the matching efficiency. Any object has different viewpoints. Given m objects in an image and each object has n viewpoints, key-point-based instance matching should for-ward n × m rounds, each time with a different object patch. By contrast, individual segmentation need only a single image as input.
To compare the performance between our CoLA for the individual segmentation and the object template matching. We take a classic instance matching techniques as baseline. It is following the procedures in [3] by feature matching and homography computing. Originally, this method can only apply to one object in an image a time. Thus we leverage EdgeBox first, and then find the object in each proposal. Finally, we use grabcut [31] to obtain the foreground mask of detected regions. This baseline is denoted "TM" in the Table 2 .
Besides, stronger CNN-based instance matching methods, namely NC-Net [30] , LF-Net [26] are also compared in Table 2 . To fairly compare, as our method adopt the depth verification module to utilize the 3D shape information, we also allow the instance matching methods training with depth ("+depth"). All the experiments are conducted on the Supermarket-10K dataset, during inference, they all use the same pretrained RPN. If not first segment out the proposal, the keypoint based instance matching can be diffused. The instance matching typically fails when the background is complex. Besides, it cannot reduce the false positive, as the goal of instance matching is to match, but not segment out.
Ablative Study on Synthetic Data
We carried out the ablative study of synthetic data on Supermarket-10K, the backgrounds for synthetic samples are from COCO [21] . And later we fine-tune the model on real data. The number of real data for fine-tuning is 500. 4 mAP performance boost with fine-tuning on real images are observed.
Mask R-CNN baseline are carried out on full-ranged images, we compare it with changing inputs to objectpredominated images ("OP"), and following the scaleaware training ("SA") and depth verification ("DVM"). 
Evaluation on YCB-Video dataset
YCB-Video dataset provide ∼ 90, 000 real images with semantic segmentation mask. Since in this dataset, objects of the same category do not show up at the same time, we can convert the semantic segmentation masks to instance segmentation masks, and benchmark our pipeline.
Ablative Study on Real Data
Though there are over 90,000 labeled real images in the YCB-Video dataset, the images are redundant as they are cut from video sequences and the variation of object pose and occlusion is rather limited. We sampled 3731 images (every 30 frames) for training.
Since this dataset is not very challenging for instance segmentation, the results are not very significant among different methods. However, the experiment with depth verification module shows 27.5 AP boost on large clamps (denoted as "large") and 47.4 AP boost on extra large clamps (denoted as "extra-large").
Mask R-CNN baseline carried out on full-range images, by changing the inputs to object-predominated images ("OP"), apply the scale-aware training and testing ("SA"), and the depth verification ("DVM").
AP large extra-large
Mask R-CNN 64. 5 
On the explodes of classes
We are aware of the explodes of the classes in this task setting, as the individual-level is the finest grained level. However, it is cost-prohibitive to construct a dataset with that many classes. To prove the network can operate decently on the thousands of classes, we conduct a toy experiment, which select 3K objects from ShapeNet [4] . The detail of this experiment please refer to the supplementary materials.
Conclusion
We explore the segmentation task on the individual level, which is quite different from the class-level, i.e. the conventional instance segmentation task setting. It requires segment objects of interest out from complex scenes with only a few images of objects. We propose a novel pipeline named CoLA to address such problem because normally the training is taken on synthetic images with useless context. The depth verification module can be effectively reducing the false positives from the backgrounds and help to distinguish the appearance-similar object with only size difference.
